Dear visitors,

Thank you for visiting one of the most famous sights in the Czech Republic – Prague Castle. As Prague Castle is not only an important sight for tourists but also the seat of the president of the Czech Republic, it is necessary for you to go through a security search and inspection of the items you bring in when you enter the premises.

The security searches are performed by officers of the Police of the Czech Republic who secure the protection of the President of the Republic and his seat. By performing these searches, the police also increase your own security while visiting Prague Castle. The searches are performed using technical means and police officers mainly focus on firearms, explosives, knives and other dangerous items that could be used as weapons.

Before you come to the control post, remove metal items from your pockets and prepare your luggage for a search to ensure the smooth progress of the control. If an item you bring in is considered to be a weapon or another dangerous item, you will not be allowed to enter the premises of Prague Castle.

Please note that such items cannot be stored at the control post as Prague Castle does not have storage boxes.